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Chiefs have a new coach, and it's time for some new uniforms. Fans aren't the only ones excited
about the change. Some of the NFL's most exciting players also show a lot of pride in what they

wear. That includes Chiefs players like Patrick Mahomes, a young quarterback who's already become
a fan favorite with his playmaking ability. In the coming days, the NFL will introduce a new look, a

new logo and new team colors for the Chiefs. But it turns out some of Mahomes' closest NFL friends
have something in common with the reigning Super Bowl MVP. According to some of Mahomes'

teammates, the quarterback's passion for a distinctive look is similar to his friend and former UCLA
quarterback Josh Rosen's. “He loves his throwback jerseys,” wide receiver Sammy Watkins said in
February. “I got him a throwback Pittsburgh Steelers jersey. I think that’s his favorite. A black and

red jersey.” Watkins added, “He feels like his best look is his throwback jersey. He’s just a throwback
kind of guy. He wants to go back to his roots.” Even before they were teammates, Mahomes and

Rosen were fast friends at UCLA. Rosen came to the school in 2017 and Mahomes arrived two years
later. “He’s a really good dude,” Watkins said. “He and Josh became really good friends.” Both

players have a great connection to Westwood, where their college careers unfolded. Rosen's college
was UCLA; e79caf774b
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All of them are exactly the same. The only problem was my SMPT-PRO Editor. It's because I had a lot
of non-usable sounds (which I deleted earlier). So, that's why the sounds were gone. A: The sounds
you're trying to open were probably corrupt, as unloading them takes the channel out of the user's

workspace. You can test it by trying to play the sounds. If it's still corrupted, export it again and load
it on a different workspace. Select the output and uncheck this box: In Brazil, a Soylent-for-the-

Masses Company Left a Huge Mess If you’ve ever wanted to eat everything your body needs in a
single meal, you might be interested in a company called Soylent. Since its debut in 2013, the

product has been all the rage among those who want to save money by buying in bulk, but don’t
want to consume their entire limited budget on different meals throughout the day. Along the way,
they’ve had to deal with constant criticism about the company’s name, product consistency, and
quality control. The latest criticism comes from Sofie D'Agostin, a six-year-old girl who believes
Soylent’s debut in Brazil was fraudulent. D’Agostin’s upset comes in the aftermath of a Soylent

product recall in the United States earlier this month. However, she has some serious questions and
demands to ask of the company. D’Agostin’s claims have gone viral On Monday, D’Agostin posted a

YouTube video addressed to CEO Rob Rhinehart. The girl claims the company’s messaging about
how well Soylent prepared and restored people is a “lie.” D’Agostin claims that people only use

Soylent to get thinner and makes claims about the company’s product being a “packaged liquid”
that is “opaque, odorless, and tasteless.” She adds that the company’s product never saved people

from dying from “hunger,” and that she hasn’t been able to eat
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